DECORATING MEANS CREATING, MEANS INSPIRING AND MEANS BUILDING YOUR OWN PERSONALITY. MAYBE ONE SINGLE TOUCH OF COLOR CAN TURN A SPACE INTO YOUR OWN SPACE. OR MAYBE YOU NEED LOTS OF COLOR AND TEXTURE TO FEEL AT HOME. WHATEVER YOUR NEED IS, YOU CAN TRUST OUR DECORATIVE COLLECTION. BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT EACH PERSON HAS A UNIQUE AND PERSONAL TASTE, EACH ONE OF OUR SERIES AND COLLECTIONS HAS SOMETHING THAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT, THAT MAKES IT JUST LIKE YOU.
### WALL TILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45x90 cm</td>
<td>BROCADO</td>
<td>FLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43x64 cm</td>
<td>PIAZZO</td>
<td>STITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31x58 cm</td>
<td>ALMOND</td>
<td>FLOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x58 cm</td>
<td>DIVA</td>
<td>MODA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x57 cm</td>
<td>ALTAMODA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x44 cm</td>
<td>FLORENCE</td>
<td>MOON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25x35 cm</td>
<td>CUISINE</td>
<td>DREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20x80 cm</td>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>LUXURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20x50 cm</td>
<td>BERMUDA</td>
<td>FLAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20x20 cm</td>
<td>STAR</td>
<td>CHAMOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10x10 cm</td>
<td>ELIET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45x45 cm</td>
<td>ARABISQUE</td>
<td>FOCUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FLOOR TILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45x45 cm</td>
<td>ARABISQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The color and design details are not fully visible in the image.
Ambience performed with: Beige, Single, Geometric Beige
Ambience performed with: White, Dark Violet, Dark Rose, Single Rose, Single Violet

**FLOW** 45x90 cm

- WHITE
- DARK VIOLET
- DARK ROSE
- SINGLE VIOLET
- LISTELLO DARK VIOLET 22x90 cm.
- LISTELLO DARK ROSE 22x90 cm.
- SINGLE ROSE

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE** MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- WHITE

*MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371*
DEDECORATIVE

PALACE

45x90 cm

ROSE STRIP
GREEN STRIP
GEOMETRIC FLOWER

LISTELLO
9x45 cm

Ambiance performed with: Rose Strip, Geometric Flower, Listello
Ambience performed with: Geometric White, Single Kitchen
Ambience performed with: Geometric White, Single, Geometric Dark Grey

DECORATIVE

PIAZZO
43x64 cm

GEOMETRIC WHITE

GEOMETRIC DARK GREY

SINGLE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Beige, Havana, Geometric Beige, Geometric Havana
Ambience performed with: Havana, Geometric Beige, Geometric Havana
DECORATIVE STITCH
43x64 cm

Brown

Ambiance performed with: Brown

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

White

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Geometric Blue, Geometric Colorful, Single
DECORATIVE

ALMOND
31x58 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige, Geometric Beige

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

GEOMETRIC BEIGE
BEIGE
IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Beige, Brown, Single, Torello

**DECORATIVE**

**CARNIVAL**

31x58 cm

- Beige
- Brown
- Single
- Torello 2.8x58 cm

*MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371*

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- Ivory
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Geometric

MATCHING FLOOR TILE  MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambiance performed with: White, Single White, Single Black, Listello

**DECORATIVE**

**COLLIER**

31x58 cm

- Single White
- Single Black
- Listello 5x58 cm

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

Major 35 x 35 cm

- White

*More information at page 371
**DECORATIVE**

**ELEGANT** 31x58 cm

- **IVORY**
- **SINGLE IVORY**
- **SINGLE GOLD**
- **TORELLO GOLD**
  3x58 cm

- **WHITE**
- **SINGLE WHITE**
- **SINGLE PLATINUM**
- **TORELLO PLATINUM**
  3x58 cm

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE** MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- **WHITE**
- **IVORY**

*More Information at page 371*
Ambience performed with Strip Grey, Flower Grey

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE MATRIX
31x58 cm

Ambience performed with: White, Black, Single Black, Single White

WHITE
SINGLE WHITE
LISTELLO A 6x58 cm
BLACK
SINGLE BLACK
LISTELLO B 6x58 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MATRIX 30 X 30 cm

WHITE
DEORATIVE SHORE
31x58 cm

BEIGE

FLOWER BEIGE

LISTELLO FLOWER BEIGE
15.5x58 cm.

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE

SHORE
31x58 cm

FLOWER WHITE
15.5x58 cm.

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE
FLOWER WHITE
LISTELLO FLOWER WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
VERSAILLES
31x58 cm

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Metallic, Torello Gold

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY
METALLIC
BROWN
TORELLO GOLD 3x58 cm
TORELLO PLATINUM 3x58 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE VOLARE
31x58 cm

Ambience performed with: Geometric Luster White, Geometric Luster Colored

FLOWER
TORELLO VIOLET
2.5x58 cm.

GEOMETRIC LUSTER COLORED
GEOMETRIC LUSTER WHITE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Violet, Dark Violet, Torello Platinum, Single, Listello

DECORATIVE

YASMINA

31x58 cm

VIOLET

DARK VIOLET

SINGLE

LISTELLO 15x58 cm

TORELLO PLATINUM 3x58 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

YASMINA 30 X 30 cm

VIOLET

DARK VIOLET
DEORATIVE
WAVE
31x58 cm

Ambience performed with: Dark Violet, White, Single, Listello, Torello Platinum

SINGLE
LISTELLO 15x58
TORELLO PLATINUM 1.5x44 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambiance performed with: Red, White, Single White - B, Torello Gold

ALTAMODA 30x57 cm

WHITE
SINGLE WHITE - A
SINGLE WHITE - B
TORELLO PLATINUM 5x57 cm

RED
SINGLE RED - A
SINGLE RED - B
TORELLO GOLD 5x57 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE ALTAMODA 40 X 40 cm

WHITE
RED
DECORATIVE

DIVA

30x44 cm

- Geometric Dark White
- Geometric Rose
- Tableau Rose (2 tiles)
- Geometric Dark Grey
- Geometric Dark Blue
- Tableau Blue (2 tiles)
- Geometric Dark Violet
- Tableau Violet (2 tiles)

Matching Floor Tile

Major 35 X 35 cm

White

Ambience performed with: White, Geometric Dark Blue, Tableau Blue

* More information at page 371
NEW RENDER

**FLORENCE**

30x44 cm

- **BEIGE**
- **DARK BROWN**
- **DARK OLIVE**

**LISTELLO 9x44 cm.**

**SINGLE ESPRESSO**

**SINGLE APPLE**

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- **IVORY**

*MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371*
Ambiance performed with: Beige, Brown, Tableau

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE

JACQUARD

30x44 cm

WHITE  BEIGE  DARK GREY  DARK VIOLET

DARK BROWN  LISTELLO BEIGE  LISTELLO WHITE

SINGLE FLOWER BEIGE  SINGLE FLOWER WHITE  SINGLE STRIP BEIGE  SINGLE STRIP WHITE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE  IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
**DECORATIVE**

**MANTEAU** 30x44 cm

- Beige
- Brown
- Single Brown
- Listello Brown 8.5x44 cm
- White
- Black
- Single Black
- Listello Black 8.5x44 cm
- Geometric
- Torello Gold 1.5x44 cm
- Torello Platinum 1.5x44 cm

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE** MANTEAU 30 X 30 cm

- Beige
- White

Ambience performed with: Brown, Geometric, Torello Gold
MODA
30x44 cm

WHITE
YELLOW
LISTELLO A
8.5x44 cm

ORANGE
GREEN
LISTELLO B
8.5x44 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 x 35 cm

WHITE

Ambience performed with: White, Listello B

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE

MOON
30x44 cm

SINGLE GREY
SINGLE BLUE
SINGLE RED
SINGLE VIOLET

LISTELLO GREY
9.5x44 cm.
LISTELLO BLUE
9.5x44 cm.
LISTELLO RED
9.5x44 cm.
LISTELLO VIOLET
9.5x44 cm.

DARK GREY
BLUE
RED
DARK VIOLET
WHITE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

Ambience performed with: White, Single Red, Red, Listello Red

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: White, Tableau Rose, Dark Rose

**DECORATIVE**

**PEARL**

30x44 cm

- WHITE
- DARK ROSE
- DARK BLUE
- TABLEAU ROSE (2 TILES)
- LISTELLO ROSE
- TABLEAU BLUE (2 TILES)
- LISTELLO BLUE

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE

RAINBOW
30x44 cm

BEIGE
ROSE
ORANGE
SINGLE ORANGE

WHITE
VIOLET
DARK VIOLET
SINGLE VIOLET

LISTELLO BEIGE 8.5x44 cm
TORELLO ORANGE 1.5x44 cm
LISTELLO VIOLET 8.5x44 cm
TORELLO VIOLET 1.5x44 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE RAINBOW 30 X 30 cm

WHITE
BEIGE
ORANGE
VIOLET

Ambience performed with White, Orange, Listello Beige, Single Orange
Ambience performed with: Geometric Brown, Beige, Listello.
DECORATIVE

SPA
30x44 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige, Spa Rock

DARK BLUE
BEIGE

SPA ROCK

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: White, Rose, Single, Torello, Listello

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm
WHITE

DECORATIVE
VALSE
30x44 cm
WHITE  ROSE
SINGLE LISTELLO  LISTELLO 8x44 cm.  1.5x44 cm.

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
DECORATIVE

VITARA

30x44 cm

IVORY
RED
BLACK

LISTELLO KITCHEN
8x44 cm.

SINGLE A
SINGLE B

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY
RED
BLACK

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Red, Black, Single A, Single B, Listello
Ambience performed with: White, Listello Apple A, Listello Grape A, Single Apple A, Single Grape A

**DECORATIVE CUISINE** 25x35 cm

- **WHITE**
- **ORANGE**
- **DARK GREY**

**WHITE**
- Listello Apple A 12x35 cm
- Listello Grape A 12x35 cm

**ORANGE**
- Single Apple A
- Single Grape A

**DARK GREY**

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE** MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- **WHITE**
- **ORANGE**
- **DARK GREY**

*More information at page 200.*
DECORATIVE

DREAM
25x35 cm

- WHITE
- DARK BLUE
- SINGLE BLUE
- LISTELLO BLUE 8x35 cm
- FUCHSIA
- SINGLE FUCHSIA
- LISTELLO FUCHSIA 8x35 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- WHITE MATT

Ambience performed with: White, Dark Blue, Single Blue, Listello Blue

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
DECORATIVE

FANCY

25x35 cm

- **DARK VIOLET**
- **DARK GREY**
- **SINGLE VIOLET**
- **LISTELLO WHITE**
  - 12x35 cm

- **BEIGE**
- **DARK BROWN**
- **SINGLE BRONZE**
- **LISTELLO BEIGE**
  - 12x35 cm

- **WHITE**
- **ROSE**
- **SINGLE ROSE**
- **LISTELLO ROSE**
  - 12x35 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

**MAJOR 35 X 35 cm**

- **WHITE**
- **IVORY**

*MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200"
DECORATIVE

MOGA 25x35 cm

WHITE  RED  SINGLE RED  LISTELLO RED - A 8x35 cm  LISTELLO RED - B 8x35 cm  LISTELLO RED - C 8x35 cm
BLUE  SINGLE BLUE  LISTELLO BLUE - A 8x35 cm  LISTELLO BLUE - B 8x35 cm  LISTELLO BLUE - C 8x35 cm
AQUAMARINE  SINGLE AQUAMARINE  LISTELLO AQUAMARINE-A 8x35 cm  LISTELLO AQUAMARINE-B 8x35 cm  LISTELLO AQUAMARINE-C 8x35 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm
WHITE  RED  DARK BLUE

Ambiance performed with: White, Red, Single Red, Listello Red A - B - C

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
NICE
25x35 cm

BEIGE

BROWN

LISTELLO 8x35 cm.

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Brown, Listello

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Orange, Single Gold, Listello Gold.

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
**DECORATIVE**

**RUMBA**

25x35 cm

- **TABLEAU ORANGE WHITE**
  - 50x70 cm (4 TILES)

- **TABLEAU STRAWBERRY WHITE**
  - 50x70 cm (4 TILES)

- **TABLEAU ORANGE IVORY**
  - 50x70 cm (4 TILES)

- **TABLEAU STRAWBERRY IVORY**
  - 50x70 cm (4 TILES)

**ORANGE**

- **IVORY**

- **SINGLE ORANGE IVORY**

- **SINGLE STRAWBERRY IVORY**

**RED**

- **WHITE**

- **SINGLE ORANGE WHITE**

- **SINGLE STRAWBERRY WHITE**

**LISTELLO WHITE**

- 8x25 cm.

- **LISTELLO IVORY**

- 8x25 cm.

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

- **MAJOR 35 X 35 cm**

- **WHITE**

- **IVORY**

*MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200*
SMALDO
25x35 cm

BEIGE

ROSE

GREEN

BLUE

LISTELLO BROWN
4x25 cm

LISTELLO RED
4x25 cm

LISTELLO OLIVE
4x25 cm

LISTELLO BLUE
4x25 cm

LISTELLO BROWN
6x25 cm

LISTELLO RED
6x25 cm

LISTELLO OLIVE
6x25 cm

LISTELLO BLUE
6x25 cm

BROWN

RED

OLIVE

DARK BLUE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
DECORATIVE

UMBRELLA
25x35 cm

BEIGE

BROWN

LISTELLO 8x25 cm

TABLEAU (2 Tiles)
35x50 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY

DARK BROWN

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Tableau, Listello

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
**Ambience performed with Ivory, Torello Gold, Single Ivory.**
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Ivory Strip, Beige Strip

**IVORY**

**BEIGE**

**IVORY STRIP**

**GEOMETRIC STRIP**

**BEIGE STRIP**

**LISTELLO**

10 x 20 cm.

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE** MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: White, Dark Blue, Single B, Single A, Torello Geometric Platine

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Beige, Brown, Single A, Single B, Single C

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Geometric Aqua Marine, Aquamarine

**BERMUDA**

20x50 cm

- **RED**
- **GEOMETRIC RED**
- **BROWN**
- **GEOMETRIC BROWN**
- **AQUAMARINE**
- **GEOMETRIC AQUA MARINE**
- **VIOLET**
- **GEOMETRIC VIOLET**

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

- **WHITE**
- **IVORY**

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
FLAME
20x50 cm

BROWN
GEOMETRIC BROWN
BEIGE
GEOMETRIC BEIGE
IVORY

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Geometric Beige, Beige, Tableau Kitchen

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambiance performed with: Geometric Brown, Brown, Geometric Beige, Tableau Bathroom

FLAME
20x50 cm

BROWN
GEOMETRIC BROWN
BEIGE
GEOMETRIC BEIGE
WHITE
TABLEAU SPA

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Black, White, Single Strip Golden, Torello

MARDIGRAS
20x50 cm

BLACK

RED

WHITE

SINGLE STRIP GOLDEN

TORELLO
5x50 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE  MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
MAUI

DECORATIVE

20x50 cm

WHITE

DARK VIOLET

ORANGE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

Ambience performed with: Orange, Decor Kitchen

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambiance performed with: White, Dark Violet, Tableau Violet

MATCHING FLOOR TILE  MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE
Ambience performed with: Black, White, Single Black

MATCHING FLOOR TILE  MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE  IVORY  BLACK  DARK BLUE  DARK BROWN

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Beige, Single Gold, Tableau Kitchen A, Tableau Kitchen B

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Red, Single Flower Red

**MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371**
DECORATIVE

SILKY

20x50 cm

IVORY

BROWN

SINGLE BROWN

WHITE

GREY

SINGLE GREY

RED

SINGLE RED

VIOLET

SINGLE VIOLET

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

IVORY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Brown
DECORATIVE

SILKY

20x50 cm

TABLEAU WHITE (4 TILES)

TABLEAU IVORY (4 TILES)

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE

IVORY

Ambiance performed with: White, Tableau White, Single Grey, Grey

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 371

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
DECORATIVE

STAR
20x20 cm

TABLEAU TRAIN
20x200 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE GARDEN 30 X 30 cm

Ambience performed with: White, Orange, Single - B, Single - F, Single - E

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Brown, Single, Listello

MATCHING FLOOR TILE CHAMOIS 30 X 30 cm

IVORY HAVANA BROWN

CHAMOIS 20x20 cm

IVORY HAVANA BROWN

SINGLE LISTELLO 6.5x20 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
DECORATIVE

CRETA

20x20 cm

BEIGE  IVORY  HAVANA  OLIVE

LISTELLO
HAVANA  9x20 cm

LISTELLO
OLIVE  9x20 cm

SINGLE
HAVANA  SINGLE
OLIVE

LISTELLO
KITCHEN
HAVANA - A  9x20 cm

LISTELLO
KITCHEN
OLIVE - A  9x20 cm

SINGLE
KITCHEN
HAVANA - A  SINGLE
KITCHEN
OLIVE - A

LISTELLO
KITCHEN
HAVANA - B  9x20 cm

LISTELLO
KITCHEN
OLIVE - B  9x20 cm

SINGLE
KITCHEN
HAVANA - B  SINGLE
KITCHEN
OLIVE - B

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

CRETA 30 X 30 cm

IVORY  HAVANA  OLIVE

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Havan, Single Havan, Lis. Havan

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Brown, Single Gold

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
DECORATIVE

ELITE

10x10 cm

Ambience performed with: Geometric Dark Grey, Grey, Dark Grey
Ambience performed with: Geometric Black, Geometric White, White, Black